Rationalization of kinematic descriptors for three-dimensional hand and finger motion.
Modelling joint motion in three dimensions is often based on techniques taken from classical dynamics, each analysis resulting in a set of six parameters describing the relative motion between two body segments. The literature on joint kinematics has been difficult to compare due to use of different anatomical landmarks, axis nomenclature, and analytical methods. It is here shown that with care in sequence definition, the three alignment-based systems (Euler, Cardan, floating axis) give identical results for angular parameters. While the equivalent screw displacement axis system can be related simply to the other methods only if the functional axis of motion is aligned with a coordinate axis, the basic matrix for relating rigid body positions before and after a motion can always be reconstructed. Therefore the changes in alignment angles may be obtained from screw displacement parameters, permitting the results of different analyses to be compared. Translation parameters are most difficult to interpret in any system. Examples of the way in which simple planar motions are characterized by the various analytical methods are given.